Instructions for:
Chiara
Inizio V
Inizio R

1. Important safety information

Read and follow all of these instructions prior to use of machine
carefully. We can’t hold responsibility for the consequences of
improper use.
You can also find the instructions on our website.
1. Check the voltage to make sure the voltage specified on the
nameplate matches your power outlet.
2. This machine has to be in a grounded power socket.
3. Setup the machine out of reach of children and people with
limited skills.
4. Do not place the device near any fire source to avoid damage
and injury.
5. Before cleaning the outside of the machine. Power off
the machine. Let the machine cool down before install or
cleaning.
6. The machine should be placed on a table or on a flat surface.
Do not set machine up on the edge of table or bench.
7. The temperature of some parts is extremely high when
machine is on or just turned off. To avoid injury, never touch
the coffee group head, steam pipe, steam tip, or hot water
pipe.
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8. The temperature of the machine becomes very hot when it is
in operation. To avoid scalding DO NOT Touch any hot parts.
9. To protect yourself injury, please DO NOT immerse machine
in water or other liquids. This will result in electric shock or
fire.
10. If you experience any malfunction or failing of machine.
Immediately pull out the power plug and stop working on the
problematic machine.
11. If the power cord is defective, please contact a specialist in
coffee machines. DO NOT attempt to fix yourself.
12. DO NOT Use Outdoors. Machine is not waterproof.
13. Please keep the instructions to refer to.
14. Voltage: AC 220-240V 60Hz | Water: Pure water and distilled
water CANNOT BE USED - Use softened water.
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Children are not allowed to play with this device, there is a high
risk of scalding. Cleaning and user maintenance should not be
done by children without supervision.
This device can be used by children over the age of 10 years if
they have supervision or guidance on how to use the machine in
safe and sensible manner. Keep the machine and the power cable
out of reach of children under the age of 10 years of age.
This device is for use in households and other domestic
environments: e.g.
- Staff kitchens in shops, offices and other work environments.
- Households
- Use by staff in Hotels, Motels and others
- Bed and Breakfast environments
This machine should NOT be immersed in water for cleaning.
WARNING: The water tank may not be opened while in use.
Only fill up water tank when machine is not in operation. The
machine power can be on, but not operating.
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2. Know your machine
2.1 Product

Inizio R
Cup Rail

Hot Water Tap

Steam Tap

E61 Group Head
Hot Water Pipe

Steam Wand

Group Head Lever
Steam Pressure Gauge

Pump Pressure Gauge

ON/OFF Switch

PID Display

Inizio R Leva
Cup Rail

Hot Water Lever
E61 Group Head
Hot Water Pipe

Steam Lever
Steam Wand

Group Head Lever
Steam Pressure Gauge

Pump Pressure Gauge

ON/OFF Switch

PID Display
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Water Outlet Valve
Rubber feet
Size: W 297 * H 397 * D 487mm

2.2 Settings

Increase
Settings

SET
Decrease
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2.3 Accessories
Code

Description

Illustration

Code Description

A.

Tamper

B.

Portafilter for
Double

C.

Brush

D.

Bottomless
Portafilter

E.

2 Hole Steam
Tip

F.

4 Hole Steam
Tip

G.

Cleaning
Plug

Illustration

Accessories A,D,F do not come
with Chiara models.
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3. First Use

1. Take out the coffee machine of it’s box. Make sure you have
all the included accessories.
2. Take out the water tank and portafilter.
3. Settings:
1). When you switch on the machine the display will
show the current NTC temperature. Press the SET button
once, “PXX” flashes, you can press “+ or -” to adjust the
time before infusion (XX stands for the time before
infusion, the time range can be set anywhere from 0-30
seconds).
2). Press the SET button twice, the number stands for the
boiler temperature, you can adjust this by pressing “+ or
-”. The temperature range is between 80° and 135° C.
3). Press the SET button three times. “ECX” flashes (ECX
ECO mode or rest time, range from EC1-EC5). You can
press “+ or -” buttons to select EC1 (35 minutes of
inactivity) / EC2 (60 minutes of inactivity) / EC3 (90
minutes of inactivity) / EC4 (180 minustes) / ECs (Disable
ECO mode).
4). Press the SET button four times. The machine starts
to work. The display shows the brewing time when you
start to prepare coffee.
5). When the machine switches to ECO mode, the display
shows ECO (the entire Power is switched off). Press the
SET button again. Repeat the above step 1.2.3.4 the
machine starts to work again.
*Standard setting: P02 / 125 / EC1
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4. Using the espresso machine
4.1 Commissioning
Fill the water tank to just under maximum level.
Turn on the machine.
The machine will automatically start pumping water from
the water tank into the boiler. So you may hear the sound of
the pump working. After the machine has filled the boiler, the
machine will begin heating up the water inside the boiler. The
pre-heating temperature will be shown on the PID display. You
can monitor the temperature of the water heating up and watch
the steam pressure gauge go up in pressure while heating.
When the machine has reached the set temperature, it will
automatically stop heating.
For first time use or when the display shows that the boiler
temperature is 25°C the heat up time is approx. 10 minutes.
Note: Even if the heating process has not yet been completed, the
machine can still make espresso, but the coffee and/or hot water
temperature may be low.
4.2 Making Coffee
Note:  If the coffee grounds is too fine, the coffee cannot come
out. If there is too much coffee grounds in the portafilter basket,
the portafilter may not make a good seal in the group head.
4.2.1 Making Coffee
Put the coffee grounds in the portafilter and tamp.
Lock the portafilter counterclockwise from left to right into the
group head (must be firmly secured).
Place the coffee mug or cup under the portafilter spouts.
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4.3.1 Hot Water (Inizio V & R) turn tap or leva
If the steam pressure gauge shows a number greater than 0, turn
the tap or lever on, to dispense hot water. Keep hands away from
tip and pipe to avoid scalding as you can easily burn yourself or
others.
When you have dispensed enough water turn the tap clockwise
or flick the lever to the center position to stop the hot water.
4.4.1 Generating (Inizio V & R) turn tap or leva
If the steam pressure gauge needle shows a number around
1-1.5 bar in pressure, turn the tap or lever on, and steam will exit.
Keep hands away from tip and pipe to avoid scalding as you can
easily burn yourself or others. ONLY GRAB THE STEAM WAND BY
THE RUBBER TAB. Refer to figure 1.
When you have finished with the steam turn the tap clockwise or
flick the lever to the center position to stop the steam flow.

figure 1.
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4.5 Switching the machine off
If the machine is in transit or is not being used for a long period
of time, turn off the machine at the switch and the power outlet.
Drain the water from the boiler, the valve is located under the
machine. (Pic 7)
Important: If the machine still has pressure displaying on the
steam gauge. Open up the steam tap to let out the pressure, and
leave the machine to cool down for about 2 hours before starting
to drain the water from the boiler.

Water Outlet Valve
Rubber Feet

4.6 Frost Protection
Note: To prevent the water in the boiler from freezing and the
boiler from cracking, when the room temperature is below
freezing the following anti-freeze measures must be followed
before operating the machine.
Empty the water after preparing coffee and before switching off
the machine.
Lift the brew handle to activate the brew head, until no more
water comes out.
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5. Cleaning and Maintenance

5.1 The machine must be switched off and cooled down before
cleaning.
5.2 Clean the housing with a damp cloth or a neutral cleaning
agent.
5.3 Remove the filter holder, and clean portafilter and basket with
warm water.
5.4 Cleaning of mineral deposits
The machine will build up lime scale deposits after a while.
To normal use the machine, you have to descale the machine
every 2-3 months.
Pour water and descaling into the water tank (50ml of
descaler to a full tank of water).
Turn on the coffee machine group head to flush, or turn on
the hot water several times until the water in the tank is all
used up.
Turn off the machine, let the machine cool down. Once
cooled, open up the boiler water outlet valve and drain the
water.
Fill the tank back up with fresh water, switch the machine on
and let the boiler heat up to temperature.
Cleaning is finsihed.
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